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Great Midwest Trivia Contest 53 celebrates the obscure
Dannielle Konz
Staff Writer

_____________________________________
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While January may traditionally signify the month full
of failed New Year’s resolutions,
at Lawrence it means it’s Trivia
time. The 53rd year of Lawrence
University’s Great Midwest Trivia
Contest commenced on Friday,
Jan. 26 at 10:00:37 p.m. and lasted
until 12 a.m. on Sunday, Jan. 28.
The 50-hour contest was broadcast online from Lawrence’s radio
station, WLFM, and attracted a
worldwide audience.
There were nearly 90 on and
off-campus teams that actively
played. Of those who played on
campus, the team “The Cult of
the Pink Shoes” won with 1170
points and received the peculiar
prize of a troll doll signed by all
the Trivia Masters. This year’s second place winner was “WLFM:
It’s Our Station, So We Win” with
1027 points, and the third place
winner “Trivia Wars Episode III:
Revenge of the Nips, The Nipples
of Knowledge Returns” with 980
points.
“Winning was amazing,” said
junior and member of “The Cult
of the Pink Shoes” Anna Cohen.
“When we heard that nobody
had gotten the last question right
and that we won, we all gasped
and started screaming and hugging each other,” Cohen stressed.
However, she said that it was not
so much the winning that made
playing worth staying up for 50
hours, but rather her team.
“[Winning] was so exciting because we weren’t playing
to win; we were playing because
we like Trivia and we wanted to
spend time with each other. My
team was super competitive, but
they were also friendly and warm
and welcoming.”
According to its players and
the Trivia Masters (TM’s) themselves, the trivia competition is
a great way to meet people. “I
joined Trivia this year looking
for that signature fun experience
again,” Cohen said, using her team
as an example. “I kind of knew the
people I played with—not really—but I felt like we really got to
know each other, and now I have
all these new friends. Trivia is
just about coming together to do
weird stuff and not caring about
how weird it is and just bonding
through that weirdness.”
Part of what makes Trivia
such a well-loved event are the
wacky, weird and outlandish
experiences students have while
playing. “When I played my freshman year, we stole like 100 to 150
cookies from [Andrew] Commons
during dinner,” said Cohen laughing.
“We went in with like a bunch
of empty Settlers of Catan boxes
and went up and took a couple

Seniors Eli Cauley and Nalee Douangvilay were two of this year’s Trivia Masters.
Photo by Marieke de Koker

The Cult of the Pink Shoes came in first among the on-campus teams.
Photo by Claire Zimmerman

cookies at a time and just filled
the boxes. We then took them to
WFLM and we poured them over
the headmaster. It was so much
fun to do!”
Participating in Trivia not
only bonds players to other current students but also Lawrence
alumni. The bonding and the
overall uniqueness of Trivia is
junior and member of “Trivia
Wars Episode III: Revenge of the
Nips, The Nipples of Knowledge
Returns” Carolyn Ford’s favorite
part of the competition.
“Just trying to stay awake for
as many hours as possible, doing
really dumb things, listening to
Africa like 20 times during the
weekend—it just is really fun,”
said Ford. “It is really a way to connect with Lawrence and Lawrence
history and just the fact that we’re

here and still doing the same
things we, as a community, were
doing 53 years ago. It’s just a way
to really be a part of the Lawrence
community and spend time with
people.”
Junior TM and next year’s
headmaster Miranda Salazar
stressed the importance of this
connection with alumni and how
this connection actually enhances Lawrence. “I think that Trivia
is one of the biggest ways that
alumni care about this school,”
said Salazar.
“We don’t have like the best
football team, or whatever, the
normal way people relate to their
school. But when it comes to
Trivia, we have like 700 alumni
who care about this thing and who
play every year and who call and
email us and want to be involved.
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Some even fly back here just to see
us and play. It’s huge.”
Even though the competition
seems to have made a positive and
memorable impact on all those
who have played it, Trivia, in all its
glory, seems to be losing its presence on campus.
“Playing on campus has definitely gone down significantly,”
said Salazar. “There used to be
hundreds of players on campus,
and this year was pretty good,
but there were only like seven
on-campus teams that were really
active compared to the 80 plus off
campus; it is a really big difference. That hasn’t always been the
case—the entire campus used to
play, but that has kind of stopped.”
Part of this, argued Salazar,
is due to lack of support from
administration. “I think Trivia is
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really underestimated and undervalued by the administration and
Campus Life, but if Trivia were to
stop, there would be many angry
alumni,” said Salazar.
“Trivia lacks institutional
support with getting people to
play, especially with promoting
it. We used to have Lawrence
Minutes that were made about
Trivia, and we haven’t had one
for two years. That’s an example of the kind of thing that new
students coming here watch and
makes them they think ‘I want to
do that when I get here,’ but if they
don’t know about it, they won’t
want to play.”
“It’s a hard line to walk as a
TM, because your job is to be as
obnoxious as you can by advertising in interesting ways; we put
[the words “play trivia] all down
the stairs [in the Warch Campus
Center], but it was taken down
immediately by Campus Life. It
wasn’t hurting anything.”
“I understand if it was inconveniencing the custodians, if that
was a problem for them—then
of course, take them down and
I’m so sorry. But other than that, I
don’t know why it was a problem.
I think the big thing is to let us
advertise in a way that is effective, because just posters don’t
work—especially not with something where you need to convince
people that you want to spend 50
hours doing this.”
While Campus Life may not
provide the institutional support
that trivia needs, President Mark
Burstein does seem to show the
overall campus administration’s
support. “Burstein always comes
[to Trivia], and he always sits in
the studio with us and always
reads the first question, so he is
very helpful in that regard.”
Salazar hopes that more
students take advantage of the
unique experience that is trivia
and hopes for more support from
campus institutions, like Campus
Life, to encourage students to partake in this distinctively Lawrence
tradition.
It seems if Trivia goes obsolete, so does part of Lawrence’s
character: the inclusivity that is
demonstrated by Trivia is a real
world example of Lawrence’s
welcoming disposition and overall display of support and unity
within the school’s community.
“Trivia means a whole lot to
me and to alumni,” said Salazar. “It
is probably my favorite thing to be
involved in on campus…I am also
an RLA, a writing tutor and on the
Honor Council, but I would get rid
of all of it to be a Trivia Master. It is
a really loving community of players. I think we could just use some
help from campus and Campus
Life—from everybody—to just
get more people to play. Trivia is
amazing.”
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Povolny Lecture discusses harmful speech
Celeste Hall
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Arguing for a more precise
definition of harmful speech,
recipient of the Human Rights
Institute 2015-2016 Dissertation
Writing Fellowship Cathy Buerger
gave a presentation for the Povolny
Lecture Series in International
Studies on Monday, Jan. 29 in the
Warch Campus Center cinema.
The Povolny Lecture Series
is an annual sequence organized by Lawrence University’s
Government Department where
speakers from outside the school
are invited to give a talk to students, faculty and members of the
Appleton community. The series is
inspired by the legacy of long-time
Emeritus Professor of Government
and Henry M. Wriston Professor
of Social Sciences Mojmir Povolny
who taught at Lawrence from
1958 to 1987. The lecture series
includes topics that relate to international relations and current
social issues.
Buerger, a research and communications associate from the
Dangerous Speech Project, presented “Dangerous Speech: A
Global Perspective.” She brought
up the very real concern of “hate
speech” in our communities, and
of certain groups being targeted
for insults or slurs. While Buerger
acknowledged that most people
are against “hate speech”, she
argued that there is no consensus
on what “hate speech” actually is.

Because of this, there is very little
agreement about how to approach
“hate speech”, whether it is something that should be criminalized
or simply resolved within the
community.
Buerger offered one possible step forward in the debate
about “hate speech.” In her lecture, she differentiated between
“hate speech” and what she called
“dangerous speech.” While “hate
speech” and “dangerous speech”
often overlap, they are not the
same thing. For Buerger, “dangerous speech” is language that
incites violence or leads to the
persecution of certain groups of
people. On the other hand, “hate
speech” is vulgar and hurtful
towards its targets, but does not
necessarily lead to actualization
through violence.
At this, Buerger transitioned
into explaining how different
countries approach “hate speech”
through their legal systems. She
said that while many countries
start with good intentions in prohibiting “hate speech” to protect
the dignity of minorities, legal
methods can easily morph into
ways to quash dissent. For example, for President of Venezuela
Nicolás Maduro, calling the government corrupt now qualifies as
“hate speech” and can lead to jail
time.
Since much of “hate speech”
is generated online, some countries like Germany and Russia
have enacted new laws to get

Appleton-based film
debuts in Midwest
Rikke Sponheim
Staff Writer

_________________________

Since it was filmed in
Appleton and heavily involved
Lawrence students, there was a
reception and movie premiere of
“Bucky and the Squirrels,” written by Los Angeles-based filmmaker Alan Katz. The reception
and premiere took place at Valley
Grand Cinema in Appleton, Wisc.
on Saturday, Jan. 27. The reception started at 6 p.m. and the
movie was shown at 7:15 p.m.
with a shuttle leaving from the
Wriston turnaround at 5:45 p.m.
and returning at 9 p.m.
“Bucky and the Squirrels” is
a mockumentary about a one-hit
wonder rock band that crashed in
the Swiss Alps in 1968. Fifty years
later, the crashed plane was found
with the band frozen alive inside.
The film tells the story of the four
band members as they attempt to
start life again through a series
of news reports. The film was
released in theaters in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Illinois, Kansas and
Missouri on Friday, Jan. 26, and
will open in theaters in Arizona
and California on Friday, Feb. 2.
Alumnus Nathan Lawrence
‘15, who was a personal assistant (PA) when the film was being
produced at Lawrence produced
a documentary about the making of “Bucky and the Squirrels.”
“[The film] was conceived to be
filmed here in the Lawrence community and the broader Appleton
area, to show off this area as the
really cool place that it is,” said
Lawrence in his documentary,
“Bucky and the Squirrels: Behind

the Scenes”.
Many other students worked
on the movie such as production
designer Jonathan Vanko ’13 and
choreographer Victoria Chung ’14.
Zach Ben-Amots ‘16 and Maisha
Rahman ‘14 were also PAs. All
found it to be an enriching experience that gave them insight into
the world of film production.
Rahman ‘14 said in “Bucky
and the Squirrels: Behind the
Scenes” that while her job as a PA
mostly involved basic tasks, such
as getting materials, there were
opportunities to do more. There
was an instance when the director was not there, so the assistant
director (AD) took charge and
needed someone to take over the
role of AD. “I was AD for the day
and it was amazing” said Rahman.
Other Lawrence community
members were involved in making the film such as former Film
Studies Director Catherine Tatge
’72 who has a producer credit on
the film. In the documentary of
the film, Tatge states that alumni
Julie ’61 and Tom Hurvis ‘60, who
were instrumental in donating to
create the Hurvis Center for Film
Studies, thought that it would be
good for students to have an experience working on a feature film.
Just recently, Dauntless
Studios acquired the film and
agreed to release it to a fortyfive theater run. “Bucky and the
Squirrels” will also be released
on DVD later in spring 2018. Katz
stated in an announcement of
the film’s release: “I was thrilled
when Mark Sonoda of Dauntless
Studios approached me and loved
and understood the film. So, we
agreed to go into business with
him to distribute it.”

social media giants like Facebook
and Twitter to exert greater control of their content. In Germany,
“hate speech” must be taken down
by social media administrators
within 24 hours, or the company
will face a steep fine. Due to the
sheer amount of content on their
platforms, social media companies have invented algorithms
to detect and take down “hate
speech” without human oversight.
Buerger expressed several
concerns about this approach to
“hate speech” in our real life or
online communities. When social
media platforms use algorithms,
the public may not realize what
they are taking down. Algorithms
also cannot differentiate between
“hate speech” and people reporting accounts of having experienced “hate speech”. For example,
Buerger brought up a case where
one woman’s post about a man
calling her a racial slur was taken
down, depriving her of her right
to raise awareness. This can lead
other people to be ignorant about
how often “hate speech” actually
occurs. When mistakes are made,
platforms do not have good appeal
processes for people to dispute
the decisions of algorithms.
Finally, Buerger spoke of
recent research that shows that
when people can respond to “hate
speech” online and discuss why it
is not acceptable, it can lead the
community to be better educated
on the whole. It can also amplify
the problem of “hate speech” in

our communities, addressing it as
a very real and unfortunately common problem. Engaging with perpetrators of “hate speech”, according to Buerger, creates multiple
narratives and makes it harder for
people to be ignorant.
“Differentiating
between
‘hate speech’ and ‘dangerous

speech’ won’t solve everything,”
Buerger conceded. “However,
it will allow us to have better
conversations, understand how
speech works and identify situations that are susceptible to violence.”

Upcoming Events
Saturday, Feb. 3
Dancing With the Profs, 7 p.m., Esch-Hurvis
President’s Ball, 8:30 p.m., Somerset

Sunday, Feb. 4
Winter Carnival Soup Contest, 1 p.m., Mead Witter
Monday, Feb. 5
Main Hall Forum, 4:30 p.m., Pusey Room

Tuesday, Feb. 6
Black History Month: Perspectives of Community
Leaders, 7 p.m., WCC Cinema

Wednesday, Feb. 7
-Appleton Pollinator Project Info Session, 6:15 p.m.,
WCC Cinema

More information can be found online on the Lawrence
University event calendar

World

News

Compiled by Dannielle Konz
Afghanistan
More than 100 people were killed and over 200 wounded in a suicide bombing in Kabul on Saturday,
Jan. 27. The attackers drove an ambulance into a crowded street in a district of government buildings
and embassies where the bomb detonated at a security checkpoint. The Sunni Islamic fundamentalist
political movement the Taliban are said to be behind the attack. Afghanistan’s government declared the
following day, Sunday, was to be a day of mourning set aside for funerals and an opportunity for families
to find survivors.

Kenya
Four people have been killed and an estimated 6,000 left homeless when a fire hit the Lang’ata neighborhood in Nairobi on Sunday, Jan. 28. The fire trucks that came to the rescue ran out of water and were
unable to stop the fire from spreading. It took eight hours to contain the fire and authorities were not
able to get extra equipment from nearby sources. Second Deputy Governor of Nairobi Polycarp Igathe
has ordered a full investigation of the fire.
Brazil
Gunmen stormed a nightclub and killed 14 people and wounded several others in the early hours of
Saturday, Jan. 27 just outside of Fortaleza in the state of Ceará. The attackers are said to be part of a
criminal gang involved in drug trafficking. This is Ceará’s deadliest mass shooting on record, a title previously held by a 2015 nightclub shooting that killed 11 people.

Jordan
Jordanian TV presenter and professional martial arts athelete Shadia Bseiso is the first Arab woman to
sign with American entertainment company World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE). She has just started an intense training program with the company in Orlando, Florida with the help of wrestling and cardio trainers as well as camera and acting instructors. Bseiso has previously worked as a TV host, voiceover artist, events presenter, professional jiu-jitsu athlete and private owner of a media company based
in Dubai. It could take up to two years of training before Bseiso will be able to enter the ring onscreen.

Korea
North Korea abruptly cancelled a cultural event scheduled for Sunday, Feb. 4 with South Korea. It was to
be part of a series of events including art performances and martial arts demonstrations seen as a thawing of ties leading up to South Korea’s hosting of the Winter Olympics in PyeongChang from February
9 to 25. North Korea withdrew from the events, blaming “biased” and “insulting” media coverage in the
South. The two nations are to march under a unified flag at the games and have a combined women’s ice
hockey team. There are ten other Northern athletes expected, as well as hundreds of delegates, cheerleaders and performers.
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Much Love, Little Lady
By Celeste Reyes

“Second Witness”
Article courtesy of Dannielle Konz of Creative
Writing Club
“P-please come in,” stuttered
Bob, knowing exactly why the
police wanted to talk to him. “I
didn’t kill that man, I promise.”
“We know you didn’t,” reassured Junior Detective Fendson, in
a tone that was not all reassuring.
“We just have some questions
for you. Can you tell us about what
happened?” Detective Fredrickson
asked, shooting Detective Fendson
a look that told him to change his
tone.
Bob nodded, slowly sinking
into a chair in the living room. The
detectives followed suit on an ugly
pastel couch across from him. Bob
took a deep breath, glancing up at
the ceiling as though it would tell
him just where to start.
“I was driving down the
street, making my usual rounds,
when my brakes stopped working,” he began slowly, “I admit,
I often drive a little faster than
the recommended speed limit…
okay, sometimes a lot faster. But
it’s only old people who live in
this neighborhood, so I usually
try to get through it quickly to
get over to the streets with kids
where I know I can get business.
Old people don’t tend to buy ice
cream from me, you know. I mean,
there’s this one lady who sometimes does when it’s hot out, but
she’s a cranky old woman so I try
not to—”
“You said your brakes gave
out?” Detective Fredrickson interrupted, trying to bring the boy
back to the discussion at hand.
“Oh yeah, sorry. They stopped
working, so when I was coming
around the corner, I was going
too fast. I reached down because I
thought there might be something
jammed beneath the pedal and I
looked up just in time to see that
guy. I didn’t have time to swerve
away and he didn’t even seem
to notice me. There actually was
something under the brake pedal.
An old soda can, I think. But when
I finally got the brakes working
again, the guy was still there, on
the front of my truck.”
“Why didn’t you file a report
about the incident?” Fendson
asked accusingly.
“The guy was fine,” Bob
claimed incredulously, “I got out

of the car and apologized to him
over and over but he just waved
me off. He was bleeding a little bit
on one of his arms and I offered
to take him to the hospital or his
house or something, but he said
he was fine. He just walked away.
There was something really weird
about the guy, though.”
“Apart from the fact that
he got hit straight on by a truck
and walked away with only a
few scratches?” said Detective
Fendson, snorting out a laugh. He
earned another sharp look from
Detective Fredrickson.
“Yeah,” Bob answered, ignoring the laugh, “he was walking
funny. Kinda like he was drunk or
high or something. And he slurred
his words when he talked. I don’t
know why he was acting that
way, but the guy definitely wasn’t
right.”
“Probably rat poison. Poor
guy,” sighed Fredrickson.
“Rat poison?” Bob asked, confused.
The detectives ignored the
question. Instead, Fendson asked,
“Do you know where Mr. Phell
went after that?”
“Nope,” Bob shrugged. “He
said he was fine and that he didn’t
need any help so he just kept
walking. No idea where he was
walking to, but I had business
to get to so I went on my way
and forgot all about him until you
came knocking at my door just
now asking about it.”
The detectives rose from the
couch and went to leave.
“Thank you, Bob.” Said
Detective Fredrickson. “You’ve
been…well…thanks.”
The two men left, no closer
to solving the mystery of Phillip
Phell’s death than they were when
they entered the house.
“Well, at least we now know
where his scratches came from,”
Detective Fendson said, trying to
remain positive in the face of frustration on their wild goose chase.
“I want to check in with Mr.
Phell’s roommates,” Detective
Fredrickson suggested. “If they
were around when his horrible
day began, perhaps they can fill in
some missing pieces for us.”

By Madeira Seaman

Fly on the Wall
“The Message”

Tia Colbert

Staff Writer
________________________________
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Molly Doruska

Fencing outduels the competition

Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Lawrence University’s men’s
and women’s fencing hosted an
exciting weekend of competition
in the Buchanan Kiewit Wellness
Center on Saturday, Jan. 20 and
Sunday, Jan. 21. The first day
started with the Lawrence Duals,
which is a collegiate competition between teams from schools
across the Midwest, while Sunday
was the Lawrence USA Fencing
Open which featured fencers of
all ages.
The Lawrence Duals featured
the varsity fencing team from
the University of Chicago and
Northwestern University as well

as club fencing teams from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison
and the University of Iowa on
the women’s side of the competition. The Lawrence women
won against each opponent to
post a 4-0 mark on the day. They
beat Wisconsin 25-2 going 9-0
in epée, 8-1 in foil and 8-1 in
sabre. They were prefect against
Northwestern, winning 27-0 and
going 9-0 in all three weapons.
The Lady Vikes cruised to a victory over the University of Chicago,
23-4 going 9-0 in epée, 9-0 in foil
and 5-4 in sabre. They won the
final dual of the day against the
University of Iowa 25-2 going 8-1
in epée, a perfect 9-0 in foil and
8-1 in sabre.

On the men’s side of the competition, the University of Chicago
was the only other varsity fencing team, but it also featured
club teams from Northwestern
University, the University of
Wisconsin-Madison and the
University of Iowa. The Lawrence
men posted a 3-1 record on the
day. They beat Iowa 23-4 going
5-4 in epée and a perfect 9-0 in
both foil and sabre. The Vikings
took home a close victory against
the University of Chicago 15-12.
Lawrence was 5-4 in epée, 5-4
in foil and 6-3 in sabre. The
Viking’s third win of the day came
against Wisconsin by a margin
of 20-7. Lawrence was 7-2 in
epée, 6-3 in foil and 7-2 in sabre.

However, Lawrence narrowly lost
to Northwestern 13-14 and went
6-3 in epée, 4-5 in foil and 3-6 in
sabre.
On Sunday, the team competed as individuals in one of three
events: mixed epée, mixed foil and
mixed sabre. Two Lawrence fencers took home individual titles
as sophomore Jakub Nowak won
the mixed epée and junior Nathan
Schlesinger won mixed foil. Other
place winners for the Vikings
were freshman Maria Boulandier,
who was third in mixed epée,
freshman Vinzenz Mayer, who
was seventh in mixed epée, and
freshman Cameron Mass, who
was eighth in mixed epée. Senior
Natalie Hagopian took second

in mixed foil along with junior
Jack Calkwood at fifth. In mixed
sabre, senior Joe Davis tied for
third and sophomore Allison Kim
took ninth.
The fencing season is building towards the Midwest Fencing
Conference Championships at the
end of February and the NCAA
Midwest Regional Championships
at the beginning of March. Both
events will be in Cleveland, Ohio.
Lawrence has one more competition to hone their skills before
these big events as they will
be back in action on Saturday,
Feb. 3 and Sunday, Feb. 4 at the
Northwestern Duals.

Vikings needed these extra two
points in order to take a step closer toward the playoffs. Knowing
what was at stake, they did not
shy away from the long, treacherous path they saw before them,
but rather got on the ice and faced
the problem head on, eagerly
waiting for the puck to drop. Once
the game started, things moved
rather quickly and was hard hitting, like predicted. However, the
Vikings’ fast play, coupled with
determination, seemed to overwhelm the other team, considering that Lawrence scored an
early goal within just a couple
minutes into the game. Sometimes

that’s all you need in order to find
your groove. That proved to be
true because they scored another goal, ending the first period
with the score 2-0. Then, in the
second period, Lawrence scored
two more times, but with only
34 seconds remaining in the second period, St. Scholastica finally
scored. This game held true to
the saying “It ain’t over ‘till the fat
lady sings,” because in the third
period, St. Scholastica started to
come back, and before you know it
the score is now 4-3. Fortunately,
the Vikings were able to hold St.
Scholastica off for the remaining
eight minutes left in the last peri-

od. The final score? Vikings win
4-3! What is extremely impressive though is the Vikings’ goalie
#30, Greg Procopio, who saved 41
out of the 42 shots on goal, which
interestingly enough was more
shots on goal than Lawrence’s 30.
With all that, the Vikings were
still able to defeat St. Scholastica,
even though the odds were clearly
stacked against them!
Lawrence freshman and
defensive player Anthony Eichorn
commented, “The best part about
playing hockey is being with the
team, it’s such a family-type atmosphere that you always want to be
part of”. Eichhorn’s favorite mem-

ory so far been the road trip they
took to Vermont. “It was a long trip
where we all got to bond and play
some really good East Coast colleges, so it was a once-in-a-hockey-career kind of trip!” Though
the Vikings did win, the moral
of the story is to never give up
because the Viking’s hockey team
showed that hard work does pay
off. Also, it seems like Eichhorn
suggests that maybe winning is
not necessarily the reason why
athletes play, but rather because
of the people they meet and the
bonds they form along the way.

11:26.28. Senior Erin Schrobilgen
was close behind Kinzer, taking
fourth. Representing the middle
distance contingent, freshman
Alex Chand raced to fourth place
in the mile run. In the sprints,
senior Fanita Robins and freshman Nora Robinson both qualified
for finals and ultimately took sixth
and seventh overall respectively
in the 60 meter dash. In the field,
Lawrence also had notable performances. Senior Janey Degnan took
fifth in pole vault and freshman
Emily Hoeft leapt to fifth in the
long jump. To end out the meet,
the Lawrence 4x400 meter relay
took third place overall.
On the men’s side, sophomore Joe Kortenhof led the charge

with a commanding victory in
the 5000 meter run, winning by
more than one minute. In the
same race, juniors Ben Schaefer
and Alec Timpe took second and
fourth respectively. Junior Josh
Janusiak, who generally races with
Kortenhof, placed second overall
in the 3000 meter run. In the mile,
freshman Cullen Allard took sixth
place. In the sprints, sophomore
Mik Patel took seventh overall in
the 400 meter dash. In the field,
sophomore Will Nichols took seventh in the triple jump. Finally, the
Vikings ended the meet with a win
in the 4x400 meter relay.
Of the performances at the
Pioneer Invitational, those by
Janusiak and Kortenhof are worth

a special note. Janusiak’s 3000
meter performance of 8:44.41 is
the fastest time in Lawrence history. The previous record, 8:46.71,
was set by Cam Davies in 2014.
With this record, Janusiak etches his name into the Lawrence
record-book for the third time.
Last year, Janusiak also claimed
the outdoor 5000 m record and
the outdoor 10,000 m record. One
of the few distance records not yet
claimed by Janusiak was also challenged this weekend. Kortenhof’s
5000 meter performance came
within 4 seconds of the indoor
5000 meter school record.
Kortenhof’s run was also good
for forty-second place nationally in NCAA Division III. For this,

Kortenhof was awarded Midwest
Conference Performer of the
Week. With their performances,
Kortenhof and Janusiak not have
a commanding presence on the
Midwest conference leaderboard.
Janusiak holds the fastest time in
the 3000 meter so far this season.
Kortenhof holds the fastest time
in the 5000 meter and the second
fastest time in the 3,000 meter.
All in all, the race to the conference meet is progressing well.
With two more meets before
conference, watch out for more
big performances in the coming
weeks!

Hockey snaps St. Scholastica’s winning streak

Kelli Quick
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Most athletes know who their
biggest competitor is. They watch
them with a close eye, learning
their strengths and weaknesses,
so when it comes to game time,
they will be ready. Our Vikings
stepped onto the ice knowing
that this was going to be a tough
game. Lawrence’s men’s ice hockey head coach Mike Szkodzinski
even said, “This will be the hardest game of the year.” The Vikings
knew they needed this win, especially because St. Scholastica was
above them in the conference. The

Teddy Kortenhof
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Last weekend, Lawrence
Indoor Track and Field traveled to
University of Wisconsin-Platteville
for its second meet of the season, the Pioneer Invitational.
Serving as the half-way point of
the season, the performance of the
Vikings in the meet gives a reliable
preview of the conference meet in
three weeks.
In the meet, both the men’s
and women’s teams showed
exemplary performances. The
women were led by senior
Hannah Kinzer, who took second
in the 3000 meter with a time of

Running out of winter strong

Basketball double victories on Saturday
(Left) Junior Leah Reeves shoots a
left-handed lay-up. In a win against
Grinnell, Reeves played 31 minutes
and scored 7 points, along with 11
rebounds and 1 assist.
(Right) Senior Evan McLaughlin is
attacking the basket. In 24 minutes
of action, McLaughlin produced 6
points, 15 rebounds, 3 assists, 1
steal, and 2 blocks against Grinnell.
Photos by Caroline Garrow.
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Athlete of the Week
Greg Procopio
By Shane Farrell

STANDINGS

This week I got to talk with junior and goaltender on Lawrence’s
men’s ice hockey team Greg Procopio. Procopio was instrumental in
helping the Vikings defeat of St. Scholastica. The Minnesota team was
on a ten-game win streak before they ran into the Vikings. Procopio
played all 60 minutes and made a season high 39 saves.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Ripon
10-1
13-6
Knox
9-2
14-5
Cornell
9-2
13-5
Lake Forest
7-6
9-11
Lawrence
5-6
6-14
Grinnell
4-8
7-10
Monmouth
4-8
7-12
Illinois
3-8
5-14
Beloit
1-11
3-16
St. Norbert
0-0
6-4

Shane Farrell: How does it feel to spoil a conference rival’s ten-game
win streak?

Greg Procopio: It obviously feels good, but at this point of our season, all that matters is that we got two points.

SF: You started against St. Scholastica and had an impressive 39
saves. How do you feel you played?
GP: I give all the credit to the 20 guys who played in front of me.

SF: With the win against St. Scholastica and Northland, the Vikings
are tied for second in the North Division. What is the mindset with
four games left to play?
GP: We must continue to build as a team. These next four games are
crucial for playoffs.

SF: With the season in the later stages, what has been the highlight
so far?
GP: It has been special being a part of a team that has continued to
grow and overcome adversity all season long.

Photo by Emei Thompson

SF: Next year you’re going to be one of four seniors and someone the
younger guys look up to. What do you want to impress upon your
teammates?

GP: I do it because it’s exciting and I like the pressures associated
with being a goalie. I’ve been a goalie since I was seven years old so
it’s too late to turn back now.

SF: To a regular person, getting hard pucks shot your way doesn’t
seem very fun. Why do you do it and why do you like it?

GP: Shout out to my coaches and teammates for a great win.

GP: Winning is hard. How you do anything is how you do everything.

Super Bowl LII

Tyrone Stallworth
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

NFL fans: it’s time to get your
popcorn ready, because Super
Bowl LII is Sunday Feb. 4th. The
New England Patriots are going
against the Philadelphia Eagles in
Super Bowl LII. These two teams
have been dominant all season.
The Patriots and the Eagles both
won 13 games and lost three
games in the regular season. Also,
the Patriots and the Eagles both
captured the number one seed
in the playoffs and gained a first
round bye in their respective conferences. It doesn’t get better than
seeing the best play the best for all
the marbles.
On a superficial level, the two
teams in this year’s Super Bowl
appear to be on the same level
in terms of dominance. In reality these two teams are not on
the same level. The New England
Patriots walk into Super Bowl
LII with arguably the greatest of
all time to play the quarterback
position, a beast of a tight end
that goes by the name Gronk and
Bill Belichick, one of the greatest football minds in NFL history. Meanwhile, the Philadelphia

Like us on
Facebook!

Eagles had to persevere through
major injury problems all season.
The Eagles lost Carson Wentz,
their starting QB, to a torn ACL
on Dec. 11. The Eagles’ strong
defense needs to put the squad on
their backs, literally, for the Eagles
to have a chance to win Super
Bowl LII.
I expect this year’s Super
Bowl to be dominated by the New
England Patriots and to be boring,
to say the least. It is very hard to
beat Tom Brady this time of year,
and in order for the Philadelphia
Eagles to have a chance at winning, their defense needs to stop
Tom Brady. The headlines for
this year’s super bowl have also
been stagnant. Basically, the narrative for Super Bowl LII is the
revolution versus the Empire. The
Patriots are obviously the Empire,
and Tom Brady is Darth Vader.
Fortunately, for NFL fans and
everyone else in the country, the
Super Bowl is known for its great
commercials. In fact, a lot of people only watch the Super Bowl for
its commercials and the halftime
show, like my mom. I am excited
to see what Doritos, Budweiser,
and Bud Light have in store for us
this year.

/Lawrentian

SF: Any shout outs you want to give?

Sports By the
Numbers

1,027

The points Jeremy Stephani has
scored in Lawrence basketball

8:44.41

The time it took Josh Janusiak to run
3000 meters

5

The number of seasons Ashley Wellman coached the women’s basketball
team

1.52

Number of points per game Lane
King is averaging, leading the NCHA

MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
10-3
15-5
Ripon
10-3
13-5
Lake Forest
10-3
14-6
Monmouth
10-3
13-7
Lawrence
7-6
11-8
Grinnell
6-7
11-8
Cornell
6-7
11-9
Knox
3-10
5-15
Illinois
2-11
7-13
Beloit
1-12
2-18
MEN’S HOCKEY
North Division
TEAM
NCHA
OVR
St. Norbert
11-3
16-4-1
Marian
8-6
14-6-1
Lawrence
8-6
10-10-1
St. Scholastica 7-6-1
13-7-1
Northland
5-8-1
8-11-2
Finlandia
0-13-1
1-19-1
South Division
Adrian
13-1
17-4
Concordia
9-5
13-6-2
Lake Forest
8-5-1
11-9-1
MSOE
6-7-1
10-9-2
Aurora
4-9-1
5-12-4
Trine
1-11-2
5-14-2

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchahockey.org
Jan. 31, 2018
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Hidden Figures of Lawrence: Andrew McSorley
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

__________________________________

This column is devoted to highlighting staff members that play a huge role in
the everyday experiences of the Lawrence
community. The goal is to focus on the
“Hidden Figures” of Lawrence University and
their interests both within, and outside of
Lawrence.
Recently, I have been a fan of the
Interlibrary Loan, a search engine for finding books that are not in the Seeley G. Mudd
Library. I decided to seek out the hidden
figure behind this helpful resources. The
man behind the action is Andrew McSorley,
the Interlibrary Loan Coordinator and the
Assistant Circulation Desk Supervisor at the
library. He has been working at Lawrence
for four and a half years.
Prior to Lawrence, McSorley received
an undergraduate degree at Valparaiso
University in Indiana. McSorley worked at
a dog day care taking care of 80-90 dogs
at a time a year before graduate school. He
described this experience as a crazy, but
fun job that paid well. He went to graduate
school at Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale, Ill. where he was a graduate
assistant, which required teaching courses
30 hours a week. He was also an assistant
editor of a literary magazine.
Over the summer, he finished another
master’s degree in library and information studies on an online program at the
University of Alabama. “Now I have two
master degrees to keep me warm,” laughed
McSorley.

When asked how he got his current
position, McSorley answered, “The truth is,
I did not know I wanted to be an Interlibrary
Loan Coordinator. I had a master of fine arts
in creative writing and studied poetry. I
always thought I was going to teach or end
up in university.”
McSorley’s wife, Associate Dean of
Students for International Student Services
Leah McSorley, took an opening position at
Lawrence and the position for Interlibrary
Loan Coordinator was opening at the same
time.
McSorley said he is most inspired by
her because she is a hard worker, a global
citizen and an ambassador for Lawrence.
The two Lawrence staff members enjoy
traveling internationally together. They
went to Rome and Paris over winter
break. They have traveled to Greece, the
Dominican Republic, Peru, Mexico, South
Korea and Thailand as well.
“Lawrence took a chance on me even
though I never had professional work in
a library before, and I was very excited
about it,” McSorley said. “At the same time,
I was learning everything from the ground
up and I took it thinking, ‘Let’s see if I like
this library game.’ After just a few months
here and working with the students and
meeting everyone on staff and learning all
the possibilities of the library, I was pretty
much hooked.”
McSorley feels lucky to be at Lawrence
and working with students. He enjoys finding material that is deemed impossible to
find. “There is a great joy in finding information people need and being in the front
lines of really cool research the university
is doing from senior projects to publications and articles professors are writing,”
McSorley said.

McSorley wants students to know
about the interlibrary loan system because
it makes it easier to find books and articles
across the United States and Canada with
little information. It is on the library website and students can click on the interlibrary loan tab, type in the title or author
of the book or article and McSorley will do
the rest by finding and retrieving the information. In addition, it comes at no cost. He
believes students will be satisfied with this
resource. He also believes students should
have the opportunity to check out the Kruse
room on the fourth floor. He thinks it has
a beautiful view of campus, especially on
sunny days, and is a quiet area to study.
In his spare time, McSorley writes
poetry, which he is trying to publish. In
the winter, he participates in ice hockey

leagues. He played in high school and is
now playing in Oshkosh.
The “Lawrence Difference” according
to McSorley is the willingness to put the
university above the individual. He thinks
that at Lawrence, no one does anything for
their own self-interest and all are dedicated
to making the school a better place for
everyone.
McSorley is a hidden figure of note
because he believes in making Lawrence a
better place by providing a helpful and reliable resource. He is cultured, a hard worker
and multifaceted. He may be hidden in the
library, but his services can make a huge
difference for research projects.

empower others is by creating music that
can first be understood. This process of
communication is a balance of both technical understanding of words and emotional embodiment of those words. Briggs
explained, “The technical analysis is super
important and there are stages through
understanding what the words mean and
also what the words mean to you. There’s
also the process of learning what you can
do with each sound of the word.
She continued, “If you’re doing as
much as you can with each syllable, each
vowel, each consonant, then you’re prob-

was eager to specifically point out the work
of Nadia Boulanger. The French twentiethcentury century composer, while having
a wide breadth of compositions, is rarely
recognized for her work as a composer and
is much more remembered as a teacher.
As Briggs has set out to put together
her senior recital, she has noted her growth
as a musician from her junior recital until
now. Briggs strongly expressed that she has
learned more about what fulfills her as a
performer.
Briggs suggested she finds this fulfilment most “in performing music by people

accessible.
Briggs explained that while there is
more accessible music by female composers online now than there was ten years
ago, there is still a deep level of inconsistency in finding this music.
“There’s still some music you just can’t
get a hold of,” she explained. “I was looking
for a piece of music this year and there was
one single copy of it in the United States,
so I had to get that from the University of
Michigan. It was just one single score. All
this music has never been published, so it
is a process.”
As Briggs continues to pursue a range
of music from an inclusive community of
artists and composers for her senior recital,
on April 28, she suggested that the pursuit
of music is something everyone can and
should celebrate in the right environment.
“I feel like everyone loves to sing,” she
explained. “Of course it doesn’t have to be
in opera. We can’t pinpoint in history when
people started singing. It’s key to our communication. I think singing can give anyone
joy if there are no negative stakes.”
As the year churns on, Briggs is singing
her way joyfully and eagerly towards the
next chapter of her career. Briggs stated,
“I don’t really care where I work as long
as I am happy and making some kind of
livable salary and feel like I’m staying true
to myself. I want to make my own musical
world possible where I can make music
that I think is right and good and helping
the world. I don’t want to be in operas just
to be in operas.”
Briggs looks to make meaningful music
to be understood, to be empowering and
to fill people with the joy she feels while
singing.

Interlibrary Loan Coordinator and Assistant Circulation Desk Supervisor Andrew McSorley.
Photo By Billy Liu.

The Lawrence Passion Project: Clio Briggs
Katie Mueller

Staff Writer
______________________________

What does it mean to be engaged, to be
empathetic, and to strive for understanding
at Lawrence University? What does fulfillment at Lawrence University look like, and
more importantly, what does it look like
in action? This column strives to ask these
questions and search for answers by having
conversations with seniors working on their
Senior Experience Projects here at Lawrence
on how they are using their studies and passions as tools to create.
For some, finding a calling is a matter
of time. But for others, like senior vocal
performance major Clio Briggs, finding a
calling comes in the blink of an eye. Briggs
has always known she wanted to be a singer
and since she was younger she has been
honing her work in private lessons, performing in musical theater and sharing her
love of music with those around her.
Briggs stated, “My parents tell me
when I was two years old I dressed up as
a ‘Singing Bee,’ and I sang myself to sleep
before I could go trick-or-treating. Ever
since then, I’ve known I’ve wanted to be a
singer.”
Briggs quickly cited singing as a major
source of confidence in her life, suggesting
that performance was truly what empowered her to open up at a young age and to
take ownership of her confidence. Briggs
spoke to this empowerment as she stated,
“Music can be used to empower and to take
away power. If you’re performing music
that makes you feel empowered as a person
for the right reasons, that’s very important. And if you’re a part of a professional
ensemble and able to do the same thing,
then that’s amazing because you can do so
much with that. It’s so important to show
other people what the potential music can
be for everyone. It’s empowering to feel like
you can make a difference with music.”
The first step in allowing music to

Senior Vocal Performance major Clio Briggs talks with The Lawrentian about her senior recital and other
experiences as a vocalist.
Photo by Larissa Davis.

ably expressing better and singing better
and you’re probably more understandable
as a performer. If you want to express an
idea you first need that idea to be heard.”
Right now, Briggs is in the stressful
process of balancing school work, opera,
ensembles, graduate school auditions and
finalizing her work in her senior recital.
Last year, Briggs’ performance in her junior
recital was, as she stated, “One of the best
moments of my life.”
Briggs performed repertoire with pieces written by composers Purcell, Schumann,
Nadia Boulanger and Eva De Luca. Briggs

you don’t hear often perform.” Briggs elaborated on this as she stated, “I’m trying to
find more female composers to perform
works by. I have three or four female composers that I have lined up to do sets of
and I’m really excited by that. I have a
French melody set by Augusta Holmes and
a German set by Fanny Mendelssohn and a
piece by Isabelle Abouker.”
This has not been all an easy task for
Briggs, as she has found that while there is
a growing trend in seeking out music from
a more inclusive range of composers, there
is still a long way to go in making this music

Correction:

In the Jan. 26 edition, an article entitled
“The Mudd and Me: the Milwaukee-Downer
Room” stated the Milwaukee-Downer
Room in the Seeley G. Mudd Libary contained 36,000 books in it’s collection. The
number of books in the room is actually
3,600.
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The Mudd and Me: ‘Mindfulness in the Mudd’

Tashi Haig
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

This column is intended to inform students and other members of the Lawrence
community about the resources and events
that are offered at the Seeley G. Mudd
Library. This is a source for little-known
library facts, staff spotlights and investigations into the archives of Lawrence and
Milwaukee-Downer College.
As the sun set, spilling light into the
wide windows of the Kruse room, students
joined counselor Rachel Hart in a circle of
chairs and cushions while quiet, soothing
music seeped into the background. With
closed eyes and comfortable body posture,
Hart began the afternoon’s ‘Mindfulness in
the Mudd’ session with gentle encouragement for students to simply sit still and pay
attention to breathing and thoughts as they
flowed through the their minds and bodies. Over the course of half an hour, Hart’s
soothing instruction allowed those present
to release the tension of the day and simply
breathe.
With the stress of looming midterms
(or anticipated midterm grades), as well
as juggling all of the responsibilities that
have built up by fifth week, it is essential
to take a moment for yourself to de-stress.
The ‘Mindfulness in the Mudd’ programs
offered in the Kruse room of the Seeley G.
Mudd Library offer just such a necessary
opportunity. Led by Library Administrative
Assistant Holly Roycraft on Fridays from
10:30-11 a.m. and by counselor Rachel Hart
from 4:45-5:15 p.m., these moments of
mindfulness offer students, faculty and staff
a chance to literally take a breather from an
intense day.
Roycraft explained the basic course
of her mindfulness program. “We start
each session by taking some time to settle
into our bodies and notice our breath. We
do some simple, relaxing stretches in the
chair and close with a guided meditation,”
she explained, adding, “My hope is that by
connecting attendees to their bodies and
to their breath that they will be able to

stay present with their feelings and experiences.” Drawing from experience as a
yoga instructor, Roycraft emphasized the
importance of reconnecting with your body
in order to remain in a state of balance and
health despite difficult times.
“Our practice fosters connection with
the most important person in our lives,
ourselves, and gives us the tools and the
space to sit with our emotions and with
our truth,” Roycraft stated. While it may
seem that sitting still for half an hour is too
much for your overworked brain to handle,
Roycraft emphasized that “a big misperception about mindfulness practice is that
you can only practice when you’re peaceful, or that if your mind wanders all over
the place you’re doing something wrong.”
Rather, mindfulness exercises are meant to
“[allow] us the space to simply watch what
is happening inside our minds and bodies
with compassion,” Roycraft continued.
While Roycraft combines mindfulness
with yoga, Counselor Rachel Hart focuses
mainly on the benefits of simple breathing mindfulness. Hart’s program is newer,
having only started this winter term, while
Roycraft began the initial ‘Mindfulness in
the Mudd’ program in spring term of 2017.
“We’ve been talking for a while about
getting more established here, getting more
of a practice and a presence of mindfulness
on campus,” Hart mentioned. The addition
of Hart’s program is part of a growing initiative to offer students multiple opportunities to practice mindfulness in accommodation of their busy schedules.
Though it may be hard to force oneself
to intentionally sit still and do nothing for
a half hour, the overall benefits of mindfulness are a worthy investment of time. Hart
spoke to the positive changes which could
overcome those who practice mindfulness:
“There are so many different benefits that it
may be different for everybody that comes,
but my hope is that people will find that
they feel more balanced, less reactive to
things that are going on externally like
stress and all the demands that we all have
on campus and just the ability to feel emotionally and mentally balanced.”
Along with the instructors’ own hopes

Andrew Commons brings
Halal Food to Lawrence

David Baldwin
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

This month, Andrew Commons started serving a special kind of food in the
Global Foods section as the result of work
by Dean of Spiritual and Religious Life
Linda Morgan-Clement as well as a group of
Muslim students.
Halal food refers to meat and other
kinds of foods that are permissible under
Islamic Law which is defined in the Quran,
as opposed to the few haram, or forbidden, food products. Similar to the Jewish
traditions of eating kosher foods, forbidden
foods include pork and fats from animals
that were not slaughtered according to
tradition.
Such traditional slaughter, called
Zibah, is seen by some veterinarians as
being one of the most humane forms of
slaughter available, according to the Islamic
Council of Victoria, Australia. Such slaughter must be performed by a member of
an Abrahamic religion who must be an
adult and of sound mind, according a 2016
article in the Seattle Globalist, a publication
that specializes in giving voice to minority
groups through publication and media.
Animals are required to have been
treated properly during their life and must
never be confined to a small space. Such
animals must also be given clean water and
never given food produced from animal byproducts.
Not all Muslims practice the same
understandings of halal. Some simply don’t
consume pork, pork lard or alcohol, while
others refuse to use any form of perfume
or any products that may contain even

small amounts of alcohol or lard, according to The Pluralism Project from Harvard
University, a project that tries to document
and understand the culture and impacts
of modern religious diversity in American
communities.
Serving culturally diverse foods is an
important part of enhancing diversity and
appreciation of different cultures on campus. This importance is due to the central
role that food plays in the human experience. Food is one medium in which many
cultures are different, and sharing food
with members of many different cultures
can be a great way to bridge gaps between
people. Similarly, trying foods from other
cultures can generate a connection that
leads to curiosity and exploration of the
culture in question, which can then lead to
more understanding and mutual respect
between cultures and social groups.
Some examples of other cultures represented at Andrew Commons include
Indian, Moroccan and Thai food. Part of
the importance of food comes from its use
in holidays and celebrations among every
culture on Earth.
Another organization on campus that
recognizes the need for understanding culture through food is Cultural Food Club,
(CFC) which promotes awareness, knowledge and understanding of different cultures with a main focus on food. CFC has
weekly meetings where they serve different
culture’s foods in an attempt to broaden the
palettes of their members.
Halal food will be served on Tuesdays
and Thursdays in the global foods section of
Andrew Commons.

Tashi Haig practicing mindfulness in the Kruse Room located on the 4th Floor of Seeley G. Mudd library.
Photo by Hannah Burgess.

of improvement for themselves and others,
Hart and Roycraft’s mindfulness sessions
are backed up by many articles and scientific studies which only expand the list
of benefits one can gain from this form of
self-care. Hart emphasized, “Research has
supported and promoted…lower levels of
stress, less anxiety, depression, anger and
worry, greater sense of well-being; those
kinds of things, which tend to be most
associated to what my goal has always been
through practice.”
The library has several books and
articles containing research about mindfulness for any students interested in learning
more about the ways in which mindfulness
affects the body and mind. Famous figures
such as Thich Nhat Hanh and His Holiness
the Dalai Lama are among the available
authors for students to learn from, and sub-

jects range from mindfulness while eating
to studies on how practicing mindfulness
helps college students and anyone suffering
from anxiety, depression or simply a great
deal of stress.
In the upcoming weeks, taking a
moment to reset can make all the difference in handling the stress of exams and
a growing workload. Though this coming
Monday, Feb. 5’s afternoon session will be
cancelled, mindfulness is otherwise scheduled every Monday at the previously stated
times. The books and articles on mindfulness are another excellent way for students
to learn more. Though the library is often a
place for pulling late night study sessions,
it can also be a place for students to take a
much deserved break.
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LSO’s Symphonic
Dances
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_________________________

It is not often I go to the
large ensemble concerts, but
seeing that Debussy’s “Prélude
à l’après-midi d’un faune” as
well as Rachmaninoff (who I
had never really heard—somehow—but only knew from Frank
O’Hara’s poems) were on the program convinced me quickly. The
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra
(LSO) performed “Prélude,”
“Symphonic Dances,” which was
Rachmaninoff’s final composition,
and Arturo Márquez’s popular
“Danzón No. 2” in their first concert of the term, titled Symphonic
Dances after the central work and
focus. The Chapel filled up quickly
on Friday night, as many were
excited to hear the three wellloved pieces.
The performance began with
“Danzón No. 2,” a lively Latin
composition that quickly jumped
all over the place, exploring rich
lyricism, blaring momentum and
many sounds in between. A lilting
clarinet solo floated above pizzicato from the strings at the start of
the piece, overlapping with oboe,
gradually ushering in padded
winds to cushion the foundation.
Soon, lush strings blossomed from

the theme, before briefly holding back and then ushering in a
driving, intense theme in which
the strings, now being very shortly attacked, accompanied by a
bright, full brass. The piece did not
hesitate in meandering or swerving, its most energetic moments
emphasized greatly by the quick
builds from its mellow moments.
Before the concert, several friends
expressed an indifferent or negative attitude to the piece as it is
not the most interesting, yet is
still performed regularly in youth
orchestras, colleges and other settings. Despite it being allegedly
overrated, I found “Danzón No. 2”
to be an exciting concert opener.
At points, I was a bit put-off by its
short attention span, but after a
few more listens to the Webcast,
grew to appreciate its sporadic
nature.
“Prélude à l’après-midi d’un
faune,” one of Debussy’s most
famous works and a favorite of
mine in large ensemble repertoire,
was the second piece performed
at the concert, programmed nicely
in between the two wilder works.
“Prélude” let the performers and
audience soften and loosen, the
composition’s atypical (at the
time) harmonies soothing to the
ears and held out in shimmering textures more rooted in tim-

bre and tone rather than rhythm,
melody or other more obvious
aspects. The unaccompanied
flute intro filled the room with its
sound and emotion, warming the
Chapel. As the other instruments
blended in, I was absentmindedly
taken away by its subdued fluidity, as opposed to the previous
piece, during which my brain and
hand had struggled to keep up and
make note of everything happening. This piece allowed me to sit
back more and have a soft focus
on the pools of sound forming in
the Chapel, the writing and natural acoustics mollifying the voices
that were so pointed in “Danzón
No. 2.” Of course, it was not just
Debussy and the architecture that
shaped “Prélude’s” beauty, but the
musicians as well. With such subtle textures, it is not difficult to go
overboard and slip up, but the LSO

Album Review

Staff Writer

_________________________

This review is about
Fennesz’s second album, “Plus
Forty Seven Degrees 56’ 37” Minus
Sixteen Degrees 51’ 08.” Recorded
in 1999, the album shows off the
amazing variety of sounds that
can be created on a single laptop.
Christian Fennesz, who goes
by his last name on commercial
releases, is an Austrian composer
of experimental noise music. He is
interested in using technology to
distort and transform the sounds
he records on his instruments and
in nature. He first released music
in 1997, but his breakout album
was 2001’s “Endless Summer,”
which took its title from the documentary of the same name.
Fennesz says the title “Plus
Forty Seven Degrees…” refers to
the coordinates of his backyard
garden in Austria. While many of
his other compositions feature
samples and recordings of guitars,
it would be difficult to recognize
any earthly sound on this one.
The album was made entirely on
his laptop using several early electronic music programs, including
Max/MSP.
“Plus Forty Seven Degrees…”

has a rough-around-the-edges
sound comprised of sound collages and ambient noise. Glitchy
jumps and abrupt cuts give the
music a sense of impermanence. Fennesz uses filters and
effects to make certain elements
of the music sound close or far, left
or right; this is often as disorienting as it is intriguing. He said in
a 2002 interview with Pitchfork,
“For me, noise is not something I
use to shock, or because it’s funny,
or weird, or whatever. I use it
because I find it beautiful.”
The boundaries of the eight
tracks are arbitrary. Sometimes
they coincide with a large musical
shift, but sometimes an equally
strong break occurs in the middle
of a long track. They range in
length from two to eight minutes
and are all titled numerically.
“013” is the most representative track. It begins with what
sounds like electric rain tapping
on a deck. Tiny pops and plips
alternate between your left and
right ears, and you can almost
hear a puddle forming as a distant
low pluck fades in. Later, you are
submerged underwater, and you
hear the whole soundscape from
below — the drops on the surface
above and the little creatures sur-

retained the tranquility Debussy
intended very well.
The
final
piece
was
“Symphonic
Dances,”
a
three-movement work from
Rachmaninoff that contained one
of the most moving moments of
the whole concert for me. After
an unbridled, regal beginning, the
first movement melted into an
oboe solo and then a quartet with
clarinet, alto saxophone and flute,
the colors between the four mixing with conviction and some of
the strongest emotions throughout the concert. It felt personal,
its honesty breathing life into the
piece and taking away my sense
of time — a moment stretched.
The lyrical moment was gently
given to nearly all the strings, a
fleshed out vocal-sounding refrain
that bass instruments and soon

many other instruments crept
into, darkening and adding weight
to the movement. These few minutes — although the entire piece
was nearly forty — spoke to me
in a way little through-composed
music in this environment has.
While I enjoyed the rest as well,
this section was a standout series
of moments and a worthy and
touching representation of my
favorite aspects of the entire piece.
Another moment that stood out —
but in this instance, for its unsettling nature — was one of those
moments that can only occur in
a live setting. As strings quietly
brought forth their tremolo, and
bass clarinet snuck around barely
above them, a baby in the audience was clearly heard sucking

Carl Johnson

exclaimed, “Surprise, I’m gay!”
The next song he sang, after
some banter with the audience,
was called “Starbucks” — a tribute
to the famed coffee shop. He went
around near the end, delightedly
holding up the mic to the audience
members, getting them to sing
along (which I did) before running back to the stage and singing
through several comedic modulations that seemed to parody “Love
on Top” by Beyoncé.
Another song that stood out
to me was “Vegan,” five minutes
Yee spent making fun of veganism. Afterward, he bantered with
the older woman in the front row,
whom he had by then nicknamed
“Gluten-Free.” The chorus of the
song with which he closed proclaimed that the audience must
now go and “like” his stuff on all
forms of social media and buy his
CDs or “a squirrel’s gonna die.”
I personally did not find Yee’s
sense of humor incredibly funny,
but I do not see why others would
not. He had an outstanding singing voice, honed after performing
in musicals for several years. The
backing tracks all sounded very
similar, and after “Gay Love” and
“Starbucks,” the songs became
less memorable. I preferred when
he had some prepared monologue
to transition between songs, as
I thought that that was when he
was at his funniest. I also enjoyed
his personality, which seemed
really sincere and bubbly. He was
genuinely psyched that we came
to his show, and wished us all well
after we took a picture with him in
front of the Mead Witter fireplace.

__________________________________

rounding you in the darkness.
“014,” the following track,
sounds like a windy, grassy hilltop. You are standing in the sun
as the wind picks up and backs
off alternately. A warm minor
chord moves you to a contemplative place for eight minutes.
Time slows and you are left sitting
there, wondering what has happened and how long it has been.
Fennesz’s soundscapes evoke
an abstract sense of location;
they bring listeners to pastoral
Austria without relying on any
specific references or recognizable sounds. Part of this is his
non-musical design choices: The
album’s cover art, a picture of
a hillside with terraced fields,
was edited with a grainy overlay to match the heavily modified sounds on the CD. According
to Fennesz, “The whole thing has
to have an overall design. That’s
important for me…I want to plan
everything in detail. It’s not that
I want to really lead the listener
somewhere; it’s more about me
being satisfied with a project.”
If you enjoy “Plus Forty Seven
Degrees…,” listen to these other
albums by Fennesz: “Endless
Summer,” “Field Recordings 19952002,” and “Black Sea.”

See page 9

Kevin Yee visits Lawrence

Staff Writer

Fennesz’s “Plus
Forty Seven
Degrees...”
Wendell Leafstedt

The Lawrence University Symphony Orchestra, conduected by Mark Dupere.
Photo by Marieke De Koker.

Comedians have been coming to our campus the entire time
I have been a student here, and
regrettably, the first time I have
ever gone to see one was last
Saturday at 10 p.m. when I saw
Kevin Yee perform in the Warch
Campus Center. He came out on
stage smiling and beaming at all
of us, thanking us for being there,
pointing out that there were cookies and lemonade in the back.
Yee’s stage personality was very
happy and positive, and he said
that he would like to tell us about
himself before he sang us a couple
of songs. He joked about singing
songs for a living, which received
laughter from the audience, and
proceeded to tell us about his
background in musical theatre.
As soon he started his first
song, which he said was an educational song (it was called “Gay
Love”), I instantly recognized the
musical theatre background that
he had mentioned. The songs
themselves were queued up on a
computer by one of Lawrence’s
own Tech Crew (they would begin
when Yee told the Tech Crew
member to “Hit it, DJ”) and each
one of them had the eccentricity of musical theatre. The chorus
of “Gay Love” went: “You can’t
get pregnant making gay love,
I’ve tried and I’ve tried, oh trust
me I’ve tried.” He clearly enjoyed
the crowd’s reaction to his performance, even going up to an
older woman in the front row and
singing the lyrics, loudly, straight
at her. At the end of the song, he
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Duo LaRo delivers spirited performance
McKenzie Fetters
Staff Writer

_________________________

Duo LaRo, a duo of clarinetists, played a concert in the
Nathan Marsh Pusey Room at the
Warch Campus Center on Monday,
Jan. 29 at 7:30 p.m. as part of their
2018 Wisconsin Tour. Associate
Professor of Music and clarinetist David Bell introduced members of the audience to the group
beforehand, and his clarinet studio attended the performance.
Duo LaRo’s name comes from the
first names of its two clarinetists:
Laura McLaughlin and Rosemary
Engelstad. Rosemary’s husband
Evan Engelstad also played with
the duo on piano, and the group
invited the audience to share good
trio name ideas with them before
playing their first piece.
The group provided a nice
change from classical-centric
programs by performing mostly
compositions by living composers. The first piece they played,
“Farewell River Bend” by Chris
Thomas, was their first commissioned work, and since the group
had only played it twice before,
they genuinely asked the audience to give feedback after their
performance. The piece included
a fast piano ostinato and featured
motives that each member of the
ensemble passed back and forth.
It was an excellent opener.
Next, the ensemble performed “Fire and Ice” by Theresa
Martin. Dr. Martin, Associate
Lecturer at UW-Fox Valley, was

in the audience and had composed this piece as a wedding
gift for a couple she knows. This
piece, played by Duo LaRo without accompaniment, required
them to set up four stands in a
row to accommodate the music,
which had no time for page turns.
Both clarinetists played with elegant phrasing even in the midst
of the piece’s turbulent runs.
Impressively, they also played
the in-unison high passages with
incredible intonation.
“Water Voyage” by Alex
Shapiro, the piece that followed, was my favorite piece on
Duo LaRo’s program. The duo
explained to the audience beforehand that Shapiro likes to experiment with electronic music and
that they would be playing this
piece with an electronic track
playing over the sound system. An
ambient, almost ominous mixture
of sounds ensued, which eventually lead into a bouncing rhythmic groove after the clarinets had
joined the fray. The voices of both
clarinets melted beautifully into
the texture, making me wonder
what notation they must be reading from and what close listening
they must be doing to achieve
such cohesion.
After the intermission, Duo
LaRo joined back up with their
pianist to perform the first movement of Krommer’s “Concerto for
Two Clarinets.” After telling the
audience that this work hailed
from the late classical period and
thus was their earliest existing
piece on the program, the duo
mentioned that they do not often

play older works; they said they
like the challenge of performing
new music. Krommer’s piece commenced, sounding like a spoken
dialogue between friends, which
seemed to match the group’s
friendly dynamic.
The ensemble finished with
another piece by Dr. Martin,
titled “Oasis,” and Mendelssohn’s
“Concertpiece No. 2.” Once again,
each member demonstrated their
supreme technical skill and musicality, making frequent eye contact and moving with the music.
As always, the group smiled and
looked like they were thoroughly

enjoying both playing their instruments and performing together.
The ensemble’s performance concluded to enthusiastic
applause, and the ensemble and
Dr. Martin stayed afterwards to
talk to members of the audience.
Duo LaRo and pianist Engelstad
were very friendly and personable. After talking with Rosemary
Engelstad, I learned that she and
Laura McLaughlin went to grad
school at UW-Madison together,
where they decided to form a duo.
Since McLaughlin now lives in
Wisconsin and the Engelstads live
in Pennsylvania, Rosemary said

that they typically get together
one day before — sometimes even
the hour before — their performances to rehearse their repertoire. Knowing this information,
the group’s collaboration seems
even more impressive and artful. Duo LaRo’s visit to Lawrence
provided an excellent example of
fine music played among friends.
They performed works by living
composers, displayed good musicianship, and reminded everyone
of the value of friendships made
in undergraduate education and
beyond.

of English David McGlynn introduced McManus, talking about
the author’s numerous works in
fiction, non-fiction and poetry
as well as his career at the Art
Institute of Chicago. After listing
off all of McManus’s many accomplishments and contributions to
various publications, McGlynn
gave the podium over to the man
himself.

A studious looking man,
McManus seemed rather unapproachable—that is, until he
began talking. He talked about his
daughter Bea, a sophomore in the
Conservatory, and the state of awe
he was in while watching one of
her voice lessons. McManus then
discussed how convenient it is for
him to make visits to Lawrence,
as it is only a two-hour trip away

from his home in Kenilworth,
Illinois. After familiarizing the
crowd with himself, McManus
began to read from his book
“Physical: An American Checkup.”
The chapter McManus read
from, “The Difference between
God and a Surgeon,” was deeply
emotional. Telling the story of
his young daughter’s eye injury,
McManus delivered a calm but
heart-wrenching tale of the trials he, his wife Jennifer and their
daughter Grace experienced. As
he and Jennifer bounce from doctor to doctor, they ride a rollercoaster of emotions — the best
being relief, and the worst being
despair at the thought that their
daughter may not ever see again.
Throughout the reading, McManus
delivered the story with a sort of
calm animation. He sounded desperate when conveying the need
for answers and exasperated at
the fact this incident occurred at
a half-birthday party. One thing
McManus did not let the audience forget was his admiration
for the surgeon who saved his
daughter’s sight. This reverence
led into a section of the reading
that was more reflective on doctors and society’s views on them.
McManus even interspersed jokes
throughout the reading, at one
point asking, “what’s the difference between God and a surgeon?
God doesn’t think He’s a surgeon.”

After documenting the stressful night he, Jennifer and Grace
went through, McManus ended
his reading with their visit to
the miraculous surgeon, 46 days
later, to remove the stitches from
Grace’s eye.
Throughout the entire reading, the audience’s attention never
wavered from McManus’s story.
Once he was finished, massive
applause filled the room along
with raised hands for questions.
Many asked how McManus chose
this particular incident to write
about, how to entwine humor into
a serious story and how the surgeon would recount the incident.
McManus replied with simple,
concise answers to each question,
saying that he recognizes that
“The Difference between God and
a Surgeon” is a tough chapter to
hear, but it has a happy ending,
so it is redeemable. He explained
that the humor came naturally
as it does in all tough situations;
the thoughts just popped into his
head, unwarranted. As for the surgeon who saved his daughter’s
sight, McManus does not think
he would recount the tale as anything extraordinary; he was just
a surgeon doing his job. The surgeon’s humility, as well as James
McManus’, made this reading special, intimate and pleasantly emotional.

Duo LaRo performs with accompanist Evan Engelstad in Harper Hall on Monday, Jan. 29.
Photo by Taylor Blackson.

Author James McManus conducts reading in Main Hall

Nicole Witmer
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Jan. 25, James McManus,
author of “Positively Fifth Street:
Murderers, Cheetahs, and Binion’s
World Series of Poker,” conducted a reading and answered
Lawrentians’ questions about his
writing. In a packed Main Hall
lecture room, Associate Professor

James McManus reads from “Physical: An American Checkup” in Main Hall 201.
Photo by Nidi Garcia.

LSO’s Symphonic Dances
continued from page 8

its thumb, building a very simple,
unintentional but largely unique
soundscape that will likely not be
repeated ever again. Always pay
attention and listen for moments
like this.

I wish I had gone to more
large ensemble works here during
my four years. While I am not necessarily always moved my them in
ways which are similar to how I
am moved by free improvisation,

rock and other genres, I undoubtedly have always taken something
away from them, allowing my different backgrounds to shape my
listening at these concerts, and
vice versa.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Sensationalism in social media trends
Content warning: suicide
In early January 2018, YouTube star Logan Paul faced intense backlash for posting a vlog in
which he filmed a man who had committed suicide in Aokigahara forest, also known as the ‘suicide
forest’ in Japan. In the video, Paul and a group of his friends appear to play off the situation with
inappropriate humor and seemingly sarcastic comments, including a moment where Paul turned to
a friend and said, “What, you never stand next to a dead guy?” He called it “a moment in YouTube
history.”
Paul’s YouTube channel has 16 million subscribers, many of whom are young teens who look
to Paul for mindless humor. This video was a grotesque display of the many ways modern entertainment, particularly on the Internet, can cross the line between documenting everyday experiences
and using the suffering of others for views, subscribers and ad revenue.
Paul removed the video and initially published a lackluster apology on his Twitter account,
where he primarily praised his own work as a YouTube star and the ‘integrity’ he has maintained,
up until this point, as an entertainer. His “apology” also received an immense amount of backlash
and was followed by a video apology, which many viewers found to be receiving ad revenue for the
first few hours after it was posted. The apology is now demonetized, though this initial monetization
proved to many that Paul was looking to benefit from the great amount of attention on his YouTube
channel.
On Jan. 24, in Paul’s first reported sincere move surrounding the controversy, he posted a video
where many survivors of suicide talked about their experiences as survivors with Paul. This video
seemed to be an effort to educate him (and thus, his fans) about the importance of suicide awareness
and prevention. In addition, Paul mentioned at the end of the video that he plans to donate $1 million
to suicide prevention groups.
This situation, and similar controversial topics popping up on the Internet over the past month
(Tide Pods, anyone?), are proving the power and reach of the Internet and further the discussion
about social media’s role in shaping the ideas of a global community. A video that poked fun at a serious topic like suicide started a global conversation, which largely resulted in an agreement that more
people need to be educated on suicide and suicide prevention. In the same way, a simple meme about
Tide Pods being delicious snacks has resulted in 86 different consumption cases, as reported by the
American Association of Poison Control Centers. Such powerful spread of the Internet and social
media calls for, more than ever, conscientious and ethical content creators and media consumers.
Both of these issues play into the idea that how we use and joke on the Internet can have consequences in matters of life or death. It is important to be conscious of the broad reach one person
can have on different social media platforms and how that reach can be used for good and bad. Most
importantly, there need to be more conversations about how the immense power of a global network
fits into our society and how we can use this power to make significant change around the world.

Resources for help:
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline..................1-800-273-TALK (8255)

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and
should not be more than 350 words.

Naruto is the quintessential Bildungsroman
Simone Levy

Staff Writer
____________________________________

A Bildungsroman tracks
the coming-of-age of a sensitive
person seeking the answers to
life’s many questions, in the hopes
that the answers will lead to his
racking up experience. Common
Bildungsromans include Candide
by Voltaire, Jane Eyre by Charlotte
Brontë, and The Catcher in the
Rye by J.D. Salinger. However,
these pale in comparison to the
true Bildungsroman, Naruto.
Naruto (in its manga form primarily, as Bildungsroman describes
to a literary form) is a comprehensive treatise on the coming-ofage novel, otherwise known as a
Bildungsroman.
A Bildungsroman, as I said,
always begins with a young character who is generally sensitive
and unsure of himself. Often,
they begin with a tragedy that
deeply affects the character on
an emotional level, leaving a
void he will try to fill throughout
his travels and life experiences.
This description is identical to
Naruto’s own beginning: Naruto
was born to Minato and Kushina
Uzumaki. Directly following his
birth, Naruto’s mom, Kushina,
was attacked by a masked man,

Tobi who released the Nine-Tails
fox from inside of her, which he
then used to destroy their village
called Konoha. After releasing the
Nine-Tails from Tobi’s control,
Minato and Kushina realize the
only way to stop the Nine-Tails
all together is to seal it within
Naruto. The Nine-Tails’ power,
or chakra, was too great to seal
into Naruto, an infant, Minato sacrificed himself to split the fox’s
chakra and seal one half within
Naruto. After doing this, Minato
and Kushina, both badly injured
from protecting Naruto from the
Nine-Tails, died due to their battle
wounds. Thus, Naruto is left not
only an orphan, but is shunned by
a majority of his village of Konoha
for being a jinchūriki - basically
the vessel for the Nine-Tails. Now
a sensitive, socially isolated young
boy, Naruto’s journey to fulfill
his mother’s dying wish of him
being regarded as a hero was off
to a rough start, as the majority of
Konoha ostracized him for being
the cause of the destruction of the
village. However, his perseverance
and growth as a person allows
him to follow through to completion in his coming-of-age quest.
During a Bildungsroman, the
protagonist undergoes a journey
where he gains maturity, though

not without adversity and difficulty. This psychological and ethical
journey provides an insight into
the depth of character that the
protagonist contains, and allows
the reader to empathize with the
protagonist on a more personal
level, as its realism attaches us to
the character and the stages of his
life in order to view his change.
After this hardship, Naruto’s life
journey becomes a mission to
understand society’s pattern of
hatred and to break that cycle of
hatred. He is stubborn and adamant about doing things on his
own, but later learns that he can
trust in the strength and support
his friends provide for him.
A Bildungsroman almost
always ends with the character’s
own self-realization and enlightenment in his own sense of
belonging. Thus, a Bildungsroman
is often used as an educational
and philosophical text of great
importance to teens and young
adults, as its message of pursuing a higher goal and maturing to
find a sense of tranquility within
themselves is a key factor in the
real life coming of age that we all
go through. Naruto is that philosophical text, reaching millions of
readers to educate on the values
of individuality and acceptance.
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Freedom to Dance

Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

In my dance class last week
(with Margaret Paek, whom I highly recommend), we had a guest
instructor, Gabriel Forestieri. In
class he told us about an experience he had where he and a fellow
dancer were outside enjoying the
day, stretching and moving their
bodies through space. He recalled
the numerous odd looks they both
received from numerous passersby, and later remarked on it to his
partner. Her response stuck with
me and created a slew of emotions
the more I thought about it. “We
aren’t allowed to enjoy our bodies
publicly.”
After this statement was first
stated into the atmosphere of my
dance class I saw a few faces of
confusion and slight disbelief as
my fellow students and I tried to
negate this statement. But, the
more we thought on it the more
we found examples that only
proved this fact to be true. And
although this new understanding
of an unspoken rule of my culture
that I have subconsciously known
and obeyed since I first knew
what ‘socially acceptable’ meant
brought with it the peace of finally
having that rule brought into the
light, it also made me very sad.
I have loved to dance since I
was first put into ballet class at
3 (maybe even before that) and
to learn the real reason why my
dancing — both the emotions and
effort I put into it, as well as the
amount I do now compared to
my childhood has changed was
a sinking feeling I felt helpless
to change. In class the day Mr.
Forestieri came I was not the only
person to remark that it felt like
we were ‘dancing like children.’
The dance class was split into two
groups and each had to go out
into a space in the Warch Campus
Center and then recreate a dance
they had made for their partners
in an earlier experiment. Dancing
outside of the safety of Esch, our
designated dance class space, and
especially in front of various students and staff was a challenging
experience, but many of us stated
afterward we found confidence
being in a group who were also
breaking the norm of what kind
of movements were expected in
that particular space. I found my
dancing to be childlike, becoming something curious and exploratory in nature. And after some
contemplation on the idea that we
are not brought up to enjoy our
bodies publicly I made a connection between that and a reversion
to childlike dancing.

Some common characters
in a Bildungsroman besides the
protagonist (Naruto) are also portrayed in this text. For example, the
unrequited love is Sakura, the evil
authority figure is the Akatsuki,
the kind mentor is Kakashi or
Jiraiya, and the best friend is
Sasuke. Naruto himself exemplifies common Bildungsroman protagonist tropes as he represents
the orphan as well as the misfit or outcast. He is sent off to
train rigorously with his teacher,
Jiraiya, fulfilling the ever so common coming of age trope where
the protagonist is sent off to work
somewhere.

Mr. Forestieri, when discussung what type of movement
is acceptable in the public eye,
used the idea of people working out because they are usually
very driven and forceful in their
movements and not often smiling.
I thought of children, who usually are not yet the best at following social norms. To see children
dancing around in public spaces
is not anything that creates an
awkward and uncomfortable feeling like when adults do it. And
perhaps that is because of the
belief adults should know better
as full-grown members of society.
The culture of today, with its
rampant advantage of sharing
opinions via tabloids, the news,
Facebook, your phone, basically
anywhere you look — has a very
strong influence on our lives.
Body-shaming is something that
has already been brought up and
is still being fought as I suspect
it will be for a long time unfortunately, and this realization that
dancing is specifically only something to be done on a stage, this
specific categorization of dance,
feels like just another way of making us feel bad about our bodies. Perhaps there are connotations associated with ‘enjoying
your body’, such as more intimate
relations, that groups all forms
of enjoyment into that private
category of sensual touch. Maybe
people think enjoying their body
publicly will bring criticism from
others, quick to give judgement
on shortcomings in that person’s
physical appearance or ability. To
go out into the world and publicly
enjoy your body, in whatever way
that means, should not be something that brings with it a fear of
scrutiny and scorn.
I dropped out of ballet after 6
years because of an acute awareness that my short little round
body was nothing like the elegant,
lithe bodies of the other dancers.
To this day I still regret leaving
ballet. Maybe if I hadn’t felt the
pressure to no longer enjoy my
body, with all it’s oddities and
quirks that make it uniquely mine,
I would have stayed in ballet,
or at least found another dance
style which would allow me to
still enact this form of art I love
so much. I watch dance videos
of flash mobs, and I see the big
sensation they make because they
are creating a space where dance
is allowed wherever they choosethe park, a street, the mall. I hope
one day people will feel free to
dance, to move their bodies, in
whatever way makes them feel
like they are enacting physically
the joy they feel inside, anywhere.
Basically, Naruto checks
off every single box of what
the essential Bildungsroman
should embody. It covers all of
the common tropes, backstories, plot devices, themes, and
characters, whereas most other
Bildungsromans only contain one
of these features. So the next time
you use Jane Eyre to illustrate
the three-part plot structure in a
Bildungsroman, look to the true
paradigm of all coming-of-age
novels and turn to Naruto. I would
like to thank my sister, Juliet, for
suggesting this topic.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided
by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Superheros? Super annoying

Mara Kissinger

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

I hate a lot of women superheroes. This is not a new statement.
It has been made time and time
again by so many nerds who just
want some fair representation
and instead end up with a loosely
formed “character” in heels and
armored lingerie. But today I have
no intentions of ranting about the
patriarchy and objectification of
women, though I could easily do
so because it is so obviously to
blame here. That has been done
by many women who are far more
talented than I am. No, today I
intend to approach this issue with
a lens that men think that they
have a monopoly over. We are
going to talk about the failed logic
of female superheroes. More specifically, how they are drawn.
First, we should talk about
what you should wear in a fight. It
should probably be maneuverable
so point one for the skimpy bikini
that your favorite butt-kicking
woman wears, but it should also
protect the really important parts
like the heart and the organs so
minus one point for that bikini.
It should not restrict breathing
so that latex or leather catsuit is
out and if you have big breasts
which so many female superheroes coincidentally have you basically need to strap those things
down so cross that push-up bra
off the list and chuck it in the
fire. Considering the fact that you
might need to be running or jumping a lot unless you only fly throw
out those heels because you will
roll your ankle in the middle of
chasing a bad guy and you will just
have to limp home. Is that cute
skirt a part of your possible outfit?
Get that out of there. If it flows
even a little bit think about how
easy it would be to grab that is
considering whether it would stay

on in the first place. The exception to that rule would be a tough
armored skirt which I can conceive of as useful though only if
it helps to cover the major artery
in your leg which means it goes
down to the knees. Is your superpower flight? Well then bundle up
cause our atmosphere is incredibly cold and the higher you go, the
colder it gets. I wouldn’t recommend flying through a rainstorm
without a raincoat or at the height
of a mountain without something
real warm.
Second, we should talk about
what happens to the body when
you do a lot of fighting. If you
happen to be knocking around
evil villains you will work up
quite the sweat which will cause
muscle growth. Running after bad
guys will beef up your legs and
punching them in their faces will
strengthen your arms a whole lot.
Chances are your boobs will also
shrink as you burn all unnecessary fat so those triple Ds might
start looking a lot more like Bs.
Do you fly high or dive deep in
the sea? Well that tiny ribcage
will expand so that you can take
in more oxygen (unless you can
breathe underwater.) Say goodbye to the microscopic waist that
you sport. In fact, that waist actually doesn’t make any sense in any
context seeing as the only real way
to achieve it is to corset up every
single day which I can’t imagine
anyone would decide to do while
they are trying to save the world.
You may tell me that this is
ridiculous and that your female
superhero is just an unchanging
invincible tiny-waisted giantboobed goddess who wears the
Princess Leia bikini and flies
around in heels. But then what
purpose does she serve? If she is
not muscly, if she wears skimpy
outfits despite the inconvenience
the pose in battle (if she is invin-

cible she might as well be naked,)
and if she does not conform to
anything that an actual woman
would do or look like or be like
then how can we even call her a
woman? She does not even represent an idealized one she represents an impossible one and
becomes nothing but fodder for
masturbation. I know I said that
I wouldn’t make this about patriarchy and objectification but it is
impossible not to. This “woman”
exists only for pleasure. Sure she
may smash some heads but in
the end she has no trait that connects her to any sort of humanity. Not even the writing for many
female superheroes reflects real
life, I focused on the design but
I could talk even more about the
role of female superheroes simply as emotional fodder for their
male counterparts. Sure, this is
a fantasy space, but you have to
wonder why the flipside of this
is nonexistent? How is it that the
closest comparison for women is a
romance novel in which the male
characters still get a lot of development and don’t wear stupid
costumes. In the end, the female
superhero does not make sense in
the long-standing context she has
been put in.
Revolution is happening in a
lot of ways but people still question and even oppose the changes.
In the end, people stuck in their
ways will insist that I am wrong
and that things were fine the way
they were but if you take even one
second to consider what is most
effective in battle, and how women’s bodies actually behave, you
will find that there is a huge difference between the muscly men
wearing skin-tight suits and their
tiny-waisted, big-breasted bikini
toting female counterparts.

HELP THE ENVIRONMENT. RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!
Wyatt Lee

Staff Writer
____________________________________

On New Year’s Eve, as friends
and I gathered around waiting for
the ball to drop, I was obsessing
over my phone. More specifically,
I was obsessing over my weather app. In the eastern plains of
Colorado, under the shadow of
Pikes Peak the temperatures were
in the teens, and the wind chill
was itself rather unpleasant, but
it was nothing that I hadn’t grown
unaccustomed to in Colorado. In
Appleton, though, the wind chill
was violent: -30 degrees. I had
never felt -30, nor had I ever gotten close, aside from an awry ice
fishing trip that I only remember
with remorse and regret. It was
dread inducing… -30 degrees… in
Appleton… where I would be back
for school in just another day…
great.
So I was going to suffer back at
Lawrence. I had wool socks and
nice jacket and a beanie. I was
going to survive, wasn’t I? Perhaps
even worse though was that ushering the holidays into the past
and moving forward was essentially burying one season of good
cheer with another where everyone tells you what temperature
it is outside. Cold temps meant

Forgotten Afghani translators
While in India on my study
abroad trip, I fell into a friend
group made up of international Afghani students who had
come to India on student visas
to get Master’s degrees. The
men got degrees in Government,
Engineering and Economics.
Some of the men confided that
it was safer to study in India so
that they could get away from Al
Qaida, ISIS and the Taliban.
At one point, My friends
Mohammed, Naser and I were on
a quiet wooded hillside overlooking Pune, the city we were living
in, all far from home. Naser got a
phone call and burst into tears. He
showed the phone to Mohammed
and his face became flush. I found
out while hurriedly packing up
our bags that Naser’s father, an
officer in the Afghani Military,
had been killed by ISIS. I drove
Naser’s scooter while he sat on
the back of Mohammed’s motorcycle back to Naser and his brother’s house. Naser didn’t think he
should be driving. I had never met
anyone who had family killed by
ISIS. I have known people killed
by terrorism in Israel and was
in a nearby suburb during the
Boston Marathon Bombing. None
of my previous personal experience with terrorism had prepped
me for this kind of horror. We
sat quietly in their home until
Mohammed drove me home.
Days before, at a birthday
party in another friends apartment, Naser had told me about his
time working as a translator for
the US military. He worked closely
with American soldiers and put
his life on the line with them.
Despite a program for visas
for people like Naser who work
for our military despite major
personal risk, bureaucratic issues
and a gridlocked congress prevented most of them to be issued.
The NPR radio show This

American Life did a story about
the same visa program for Iraqi
translators called “Didn’t we Solve
This One?” The radio program
outlines the ways in which we
failed these men and women far
better then I could, but for those
of you who don’t listen to podcasts, despite risking their lives
with our soldiers and being personally threatened, these translators worked diligently helping
American soldiers. They deserve
visas. We owe them.
Naser’s prospects are honestly grim. Trump’s immigration
cutbacks spell an ugly picture for
an old visa program up for renewal that brings young Muslims from
one of the “countries associated
with terror.” Last week I wrote
about my grandmother and I was
thinking about those who are
leaving the American experiment
behind and when they sum things
up, the outlook, at this moment
is dark. This week I wrote about
Naser because I don’t think we
consider the way in which the
decline of the American Empire
is not just a national embarrassment, but also an international
crisis of stability. Those at risk,
especially those whom our nation
has put on the margins, are being
crushed by the weight of our inept
regime. There is a reason Trump
is protested globally and there is a
reason countries look to China to
lead the world. Trump burns our
already morally bankrupt “city on
a hill” for his board room and
gaggle of ideologues, blow hards
and crooks.
We don’t need less immigration, we need more. We need
men and women from around
the world, who dream of a better future, to come here and start
families and businesses. By providing everyone education and
realizing cosmopolitan societies are the future. The US can
move toward the American dream
Obama used to make me cry over.
That is the United States I want.

the rain drops are materializing
in the air around me as I walk
through it. The snow is much the
same, where it doesn’t blizzard
from an angry sky, but instead
floats in the water in the air, like
a snow globe. The wind and the
cold is, admittedly, trying and difficult, but what a better way to
cerebrate the Viking mascot than
with Viking weather? The weather offers some sense of gradual,
and admirable, consistency. It is
a steady and predictable, doesn’t
swing in wild moods, but marches
on with a steadiness that is sometimes unbearably daunting, but
also sometimes a comfort. Life at
Lawrence is busy, and with grades
and essays and assigned readings
and all the other stresses of life for
a college student, perhaps there
is some comfort in the steadiness
of the natural world, the way in
which it rises with each morning
and marches on; no different from
the last, and no different from the
next. The term is grind, and the
weather is merely a reminder that
the world goes on unchanging.
I can’t help but talk about the
weather. I loved talking about the
weather; it had become one of my
favorite things to talk about. And
it’s easy, which is as important as
anything. Lawrence is sometimes

a difficult place to be at because
of the very thing it prides itself on,
the open discussion and exchange
of different ideas. Opinions are
often very emotionally charged,
and are often wielded like weapons, and it’s as exhausting as the
school itself is.
Lawrence can be a pretty divided place, athletes and their teams,
fraternities and sorties, clubs, the
Conservatory, and so one. While
all are good things, undoubtedly,
they separate all of campus into
different groups and sectors of
different experiences. The weather is a shared experience though.
We can all appreciate, and complain, about the bitter cold, or the
bizarre January rain, the swampy
sidewalks, the salt on our shoes.
Small talk is boring, and easy, and
yes, I am aware of the cold outside
and of the subzero windchill. But
yes, please continue to tell me its
cold outside. Tell me the temperature, even though I likely already
know it, and tell me how bad
the breeze makes the tip of your
nose feel, because I too feel that
way. The term isn’t easy, and this
school isn’t easy, but how great is
it that underneath everything the
university throws at us, we still
have the weather to talk about, in
all her beauty and all her wrath.

Jonathan Rubin

Op-Ed Editor Emeritus

__________________________

Baby, it’s cold outside

contentless small talk. I was not
going to be one of them. Call it a
New Year’s resolution, but I wasn’t
going to be the one who pointed
out how cold it was outside.
I just couldn’t help it. The
instant I got to back to Wisconsin,
the first thing I did was talk about
the weather. I texted my mom,
just landed, you will not believe
the temperatures here right now.
When my Uber driver took me
from the airport to the bus station, I observantly commented on
how cold it was outside. When
my Uber driver took me from
the bus station back to campus,
I again reminded him that it was
not just cold outside, but it was so
cold outside. I couldn’t help but
to complain back to my friends at
home—who were enjoying 40 and
50 degree weather— how miserable the weather in Appleton
seemed to be, I sent them little
snapchats with the temperature
sticker, single digits, warm greeting from Wisconsin, look at me
suffering, don’t you miss me?
When I needed an excuse to send
a message to an old crush, what
better than to document my eternal suffering in the bitter windchill?
The more and more I talked
about the weather in Appleton,

the more and more I started to fall
in love with it. It was strikingly
consistent and predictable, something I had never been used to.
In Colorado, where I’m from, the
weather was so much different.
It was dry and erratic, and in its
actions it was intense and deliberate. When it rained, it rained
with clear authority, dark clouds
that billowed like smoke and
flexed their muscles, strong thunder, and then a cascade of rain
coming down from the sky, linear and uniform. When it snowed,
it snowed with vigor, with thick,
soft flakes, from a authoritative
clouds overhead. From the sky,
and straight down. The sun would
come out, and in one series of
moments the world would be an
apocalyptic blizzard, in the next
a mushy-muddy spring day. The
weather experienced tremendous
mood swings, which was sometimes exhausting and sometimes
wonderful, but never a constant.
Here in Appleton it is so much
different. The rain doesn’t seem
like it falls from the sky with the
same deliberateness. It moves
slower; in the humidity, the rain
seeps from the air mores than it
comes from the sky, and in the
wetter weather it’s like being blanketed in a globe of water where
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